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**From Cambodia:**
- Lipp
  - *The Caged Birds of Phnom Penh*
- Ho
  - *The Stone Goddess*

**From China:**
- Brett
  - *Daisy Comes Home*
- Compestine
  - *The Story of Chopsticks*
  - *The Story of Noodles*
- Lee
  - *Bitter Dumplings*
- Okimoto
  - *The White Swan Express: A Story about Adoption*
- Pacilio
  - *Ling Cho and His Three Friends*
- Pilegardi
  - *The Warlord's Puzzle*
- Porte
  - *Ma Jiang and the Orange Ants*
- Roome
  - *The Elephant's Pillow*
- Talley
  - *Thank You, Meiling*
- Tsubakiyama
  - *Mei-Mei Loves the Morning*
- Hill
  - *Chang and the Bamboo Flute*
- Bass
  - *Sign of the Qin*
- Namioka
  - *Ties That Bind, Ties That Break*
- Whelan
  - *Chu Ju's House*
- Brett
  - *The King's Secret: The Legend of King Sejong*
- Park
  - *Good-bye, 382 Shin Dang Dong*
  - *The Royal Bee*
- Park
  - *The Firekeeper's Son*
- Wong
  - *The Trip Back Home*
- Holman
  - *Sondok, Princess of the Moon and Stars*
- Park
  - *A Single Shard*
  - *When My Name Was Keoko*

**From India:**
- McDonald
  - *Baya, Baya, Lulla-by-a*
- Krishnaswami
  - *Monsoon*
- Rumford
  - *Nine Animals and the Well*
- Shank
  - *The Sanyasin's First Day*
- Smith
  - *Lily's Garden of India*
- Divakaruni
  - *The Conch Bearer*
- Lasky
  - *Jahanara: Princess of Princesses*
- Staples
  - *Shiva's Fire*
- Whelan
  - *Homeless Bird*

**From Japan:**
- Faulkner
  - *Black Belt*
- Gollub
  - *Ten Oni Drummers*
- Iijima
  - *The Way We Do It in Japan*
- James
  - *The Drums of Noto Hanto*
- Mayer
  - *Sibumi and the Kitemaker*
- Park
  - *The Hungriest Boy in the World*
- Partridge
  - *Kogi's Mysterious Journey*
- Say
  - *Tea with Milk*
- Wisniewski
  - *Sumo Mouse*
- Scieszka
  - *Sam Samuri*
- Hoobler
  - *The Ghost in the Tokaido Inn*
- Place
  - *The Old Man Mad About Drawing: A Tale of Hokusai*
- Yumoto
  - *The Letters*

**From Korea:**
- Farley
  - *The King's Secret: The Legend of King Sejong*
- Park
  - *Good-bye, 382 Shin Dang Dong*
  - *The Royal Bee*
- Park
  - *The Firekeeper's Son*
- Wong
  - *The Trip Back Home*
- Holman
  - *Sondok, Princess of the Moon and Stars*
- Park
  - *A Single Shard*
  - *When My Name Was Keoko*

**From Laos:**
- Shea
  - *The Whispering Cloth: A Refugee's Story*

**From Philippines:**
- Arcellana
  - *The Mats*
- Herenstein
  - *Beyond Paradise*
- Talley
  - *Thank You, Meiling*
- Porte
  - *Ma Jiang and the Orange Ants*
- Roome
  - *The Elephant's Pillow*
- Tsubakiyama
  - *Mei-Mei Loves the Morning*
- Whelan
  - *Chu Ju's House*
- Smith
  - *Lily's Garden of India*
- Staples
  - *Shiva's Fire*

**From Taiwan:**
- Wahl
  - *Candy Shop*

**From Thailand:**
- Marsden
  - *Silk Umbrellas*
- Talley
  - *Thank You, Meiling*
- Porte
  - *Ma Jiang and the Orange Ants*
- Roome
  - *The Elephant's Pillow*
- Tsubakiyama
  - *Mei-Mei Loves the Morning*
- Whelan
  - *Chu Ju's House*
- Smith
  - *Lily's Garden of India*
- Staples
  - *Shiva's Fire*

**From Vietnam:**
- Garland
  - *The Lotus Seed*
- Keller
  - *Grandfather's Dream*
- McKay
  - *Journey Home*
- Whelan
  - *Goodbye, Vietnam*